BEYOND THE GATES:

PEEK OF THE WEEK
Issue 7~July 13-17, 2020

SUPERHEROES
EDITION!
Dear Camp Boggy Creek Family and Friends,
Welcome to your seventh edition of Beyond the
Gates: Peek of the Week. It's Superhero week at
Camp and we are so excited to celebrate our
favorite superheroes!

JUST FOR FUN

Check out this newsletter to enjoy some super
laughs, creativity, and thought provoking questions
with family and friends. Get excited to soar near and
far, it’s going to be a SUPER week!

1. Where do most superheros live?
2. Which superhero hits the most home runs?
3. Why did Spiderman join the swim team?

Hey Camp Boggy Creek, how do you feel!?!

Answers are on the back!

Need a refresher?
B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O, 1-2-3, 1-2-3
Miss-clap-miss-clap-miss-clap. Huh!

CABIN CHAT
Cabin chats are a way to share our experiences
and build a sense of connection with others. We
encourage you to talk about your responses with
someone you are living with, or call a friend to
discuss.
Here are a couple of things to remember for cabin
chats: 1. Some people might not want their
answers shared with other people outside the
cabin chat. Be mindful of what you're sharing. 2.
Please give appropriate responses to what others
are sharing. Only laugh if something is intended to
be funny. We want to respect our Cabin Chat
buddies.
1. What super power would you like
to have and why?
2. What does it mean to be a good
friend??

WHERE ON CAMP?
You are in the oldest pride, and your cabin is
embarking on an adventure like no other. You see
a large wooded wall with many different hand and
foot rock holds around it. The sky is the limit, as
you know the adventure will begin soon. It doesn't
matter how far up you get though, cheering on
your friends gives you the feeling as though you
are on top of the world. Where on camp are you?

DESIGN A
CAPE

LET'S SING!
BOOM CHICKA BOOM
(a repeat-after-me song)
I said a Boom-Chicka-Boom
I said a Boom-Chicka-Boom!
I said a Boom-Chicka-rocka-Chicka-rockaChicka-Boom
Uh-huh—Oh yeah!
One more time . . .

Not all heroes wear capes, but they are fun to create! Imagine
your superhero identity: What would your name be? What colors Gardener style!
I said a Bloom-Chicka-Bloom
would you wear? Which super powers would you have? Do you
I said a Bloom-Chicka-Bloom
have your own icon/logo/what is it called?
I said a Bloom-Chicka-blossom-chickablossom-Chicka-Bloom
Uh-huh—Oh yeah!
Design your cape below!
One more time. . .

Astronaut style!
I said a Zoom-to-the-Moon
I said a Zoom-to-the-Moon
I said I'm gonna take a rocket take a rocket to
the moon
Uh-huh
Oh yeah!
One more time . . .
Superhero style
I said a Swoosh-Chicka-Swoosh
I said a Swoosh-Chicka-Swoosh
I said a flyin' to the rescue gonna save you
chicka swoosh
Uh-huh
Oh yeah!
One more time . . .
BOGGY CREEK STYLE!
I said a Boom-Chicka-Boom
I said a Boom-Chicka-Boom!
I said a Boom-Chicka-rockaChicka-rocka-Chicka-Boom
Uh-huh
Oh yeah!
No more
times!

Just for Fun answers: 1. Cape Town 2. Batman
3. He had webbed feet
Where on Camp answer: the Tower

